We consider a X-calculus system in second-order classical logic, in which execution of X-terms is weak head reduction (call-by-name). By means of some simple examples, we show how it can modelize some aspects of imperative programming languages, such as assignment and escape instructions. A crucial tool is the notion of storage operator, for which a simple type is given.
Introduction
In this paper, we shall consider a very well-known typed X-calculus system, which is the second-order &-calculus (also called "system F") of Girard [2] , rediscovered by Reynolds [16] in a computer science frame. We shall extend it in two ways:
• Types will be formulas of second-order predicate calculus, and not only, as in system F, second-order propositional calculus [5, 6] . In a certain sense, this is a harmless extension, since the X-terms which are typable are the same. This kind of extension has already been considered by Leivant [11] .
• A much more serious extension is the following: the underlying logic will be classical logic, and not only, as in system F, intuitionistic logic.
Extraction of programs from classical proofs has been considered the last two or three years by several people (Murthy [12] , Girard [3] , Parigot [13] , etc.). The present approach has the following features:
.
The X-calculus with this reduction is known as "call-by-name X-calculus" (Plotkin [15] ). Now, .since we want to catch classical logic, we add a new constant c, whose type will be VX(-~ -,X --~ X) (the axiom of classical logic over intuitionistic logic), following an idea of Griffin [4] . Because of our restricted reduction, we only have to define the law of reduction of c when it is in head position. This is:
cttl.., t n -.~ t.2xxt!...t n (x is a new 3.-variable).
This is a particular case of the rule of reduction for control operators given by Felteisen [ 1] . These rules will be called rules of head c-reduction. They are global rules, i.e. they apply only to the whole term. These rules are particularly interesting because of the following claim: the second-order X-calculus with head creduction is a good model for imperative programming languages, and not for functional ones, as generally believed. Later, we shall give a few examples to support this claim.
A crucial tool in this approach is the notion of storage operator, to be defined later. As is well known, in call-by-name )~-calculus, a function must compute its argument every time it uses it. Storage operators were introduced in [7, 8] in order to avoid this, and to simulate call-by-value, when necessary. They are also used for simulating some features of assignment instructions in imperative programming languages. Lastly, following an idea of Parigot [ 14] , we shall use them in an essential way in order to interpret classical proofs as programs.
The second-order ~-caiculus
Types are formulas of second-order predicate calculus, with function symbols, individual variables x, y ..... and predicate variables X, Y .... of each arity. The only logical connectives are V, ---~, l. -,F is defined as F --~ .1_. A ~ (B --~ C) is also denoted by A, B ---) C. These are the rules for second-order intuitionistic logic. We get classical logic in a very simple way: do not change the rules, but add, on the lest-hand side, the declaration c: VX(-, -,X -~ X) (where X is a propositional variable, i.e. a variable of arity 0). Thus, a X-term corresponds to an intuitionistic proof if, and only if, the constance c does not appear in it.
Examples
We shall first consider intuitionistic logic, in order to define the notion of storage operator.
DATA TYPES
Here, we shall not give the general definition of data types. We shall use only two examples:
The type of Booleans is given by the formula
The type of integers is given by the formula
Int[x] -VX (Vy(Xy --~ X sy), XO -~ Xx).
The product and the sum of two data types A [x] and B [x] are given by the formulas
Many other operations are defined on data types, such as lists, trees, etc.
A very important property of data types is the following (we express it for the data types of integers): _if I-z : lnt[s~O], i.e. if "r is a X-term associated with an intuitionistic proof of lnt [s~O] , then "r is fl-equivalent to the Church integer n, which is XfXxf~x.
In order to obtain a program for the function f: N---> N, it is sufficient
gives a program for the successor (such as XnXfZxf.nfx); a proof of
, from the equations p0 = 0; psx = x, gives a X-term for the predecessor in Church integers [5, 6] .
Storage operators and the strategy of reduction for g-terms
The strategy of head reduction (call-by-name) has the following advantages:
Its good mathematical properties, given by the standardization theorem: if a X-term is solvable, then we obtain a head normal form by head reduction.
The fact that we can control the sequential progress of side-effects. This is not the case with call-by-value. A well-known example is the use of "if... then ... else": let P, Q be programs with side-effects, and b a Boolean. The program bPQ reads as "if b then P else Q". With call-by-name, the Boolean b is computed first, then P or Q is performed. With call-by-value, P and Q are both performed, before b to be computed! Another example is the following:
(y is a dummy variable). Suppose that P, Q have side-effects; with the callby-name strategy, both programs perform Q, then P. With call-by-value, the first program performs P, then Q, and the second P, P, Q! Now, a drawback of the call-by-name strategy is the fact that the argument of a function is computed as many times as it is used. This is an important drawback, but clearly less important than the preceding one. In the first place, a program must control side-effects correctly; once this is ensured, we may take care of the problem of shortening computations.
The purpose of storage operators is precisely to correct this drawback. Let us first consider an example: the Z-term T= XfXn n.Xg g o s.f.O, where s is a Xterm for the successor, is a storage operator for Church integers. It has the property that, if "r =/~n, then Tfz will reduce, by head reduction, to f.s~O. Now, if you have to compute fz, and you want to avoid computing z several times, you merely replacefby Tf, and thus compute Tfz instead. The head reduction will give f.s"0, which means that "r has been computed first (in the form s"0), and after that given to f as an argument. In other words, the result of the computation of Tfz is the same as for f~r, but the integer "r has been called by value. It is a remarkable fact that we can give simple type to storage operators. We first define the GOdeI translation F* of a formula F: it is obtained by replacing, in the formula F, each atomic formula A by -~A (i.e. A --) ±). For example,
lnt*[x] = ~/X(Vy(-~Xy ---> ~Xsy), ~XO --~ ~Xx).
It is well known that, if F is provable in classical logic, then F* is provable in intuitionistic logic.
Then, we have the following [7] : This result is, in fact, true for any data type.
Remark
Since an is fl-equivalent to a closed term (the Church integer n), each variable of an is dummy, and any term substituted to it is never computed in the call-byname strategy.
Storage operators can be used to represent some aspects of assignment instructions in imperative languages. Let us consider, for example, the following program in C:
where F is some programmed function from N to N. A straightforward way of translating this in /q,-calculus is (NF (3 3) ). However, with the call-by-name strategy, the order of computation is not respected; indeed, we want that 33 be computed first, then F(33), then F(F(33)), and so on. But head reduction gives (F(F... (F(3 3))) ). The order of computations is clearly not the one we want. 
Consider now the following translation: (T ~x(N T F x)(3 3)). The only change is

Classical logic
Let us now consider second-order A-calculus with classical logic. In fact, the rules of deduction are exactly the same, but we shall consider typed terms of the following form:
x I :A I ..... xt:A k, C:VX(~X--~X) I-t:F and the X-term t on the right-hand side may contain the constant c. For the sake of brevity, this typed term will be written as xl :At .... ,xk:Ak, F ct:F.
We want to consider such a term t as a program and, thus, we must give a law of reduction for c, when c is in head position. Indeed, ordinary head reduction will stop only when c is in head position. The rule of reduction is
ctt~ ... t~ "-~ t.Ax xtl ... tn, where x is a new variable.
Remark
This rule is a particular case of a general law of reduction for control operators given in [I], which is: E[ct/x] ~ t.2~x E. However, this general rule gives rise to problems with preservation of types under reduction, unless types are restricted to propositional calculus.
An instruction like exit(P) of C programming language, which carries out the program P at the top level (by discarding the environment), is translated by c.AxP, where x does not appear in P. Indeed, when c.AxP comes in head position, we get a A-term of the form c.AxP.t~...tn, which reduces immediately to P. Thus, the instruction exit is written as Ayc.Axy. It has the type 2---~ VXX; indeed, y : 2, F Axy : ~ ~X, and therefore y : 2_ F c.Axy : X for every formula X. If 77 is an intuitionistic integer, we know that 77 =/3 n, and thus we know the operational behaviour of "r.
However, when 77 is a classical integer, it is no longer true that z =fl n. In order to recognize the integer n hidden inside "r, we have to make use of storage operators. Indeed, if T = Xf~.n(n ;tg g o sfO) , then Tf'r will reduce tof. sn0 by head c-reduction, even if ~" is a classical integer (this was proved, in the frame of X#-calculus, by Parigot [14] ).
More generally, we have the following [9] :
) then, for every n CN, there exists a X-term an ---/3 n such that, if "t" is a classical integer of type lnt [n] , then Tf 77 reduces to fan[...] by head c-reduction.
In other words, we can say that storage operators handle classical integers exactly in the same way as intuitionistic integers. (c ~z(y(g x)) )))). Indeed, g : Vy(Xy ~ Xsy), x : XO, y : ~XI k C gx : Xt, y(g x) : L, (c &z(y(g x)) ) : XO (in fact, arbitrary type). Thus we get ;ty (y(g(c ) .z(y(g x))))) : ~X1, which gives 77: lnt [1] .
Example of a classical integer of type lnt[1] • = J.g~.x(c &y(y(g
We shall now try to explain the intuitive meaning of the previous theorem. In fact, when one considers typed terms in classical logic, only terms of type L must be considered as executable programs. Thus, the process of head c-reduction can only be applied to terms of type L (if we want that types be maintained during the process of reduction). Terms of other types are not executable alone, they are modules which must be combined in order to get a term of type _L. Now suppose one writes a program 77 in order to compute some integer, say the 100000th prime number, for example. This program will be a classical integer, i.e. c: VX(-1 ~X --~ X) k 77 : h~t. It is not of type _L, and thus cannot be executed alone. In fact, some operating system must take care of it, in order to launch it, to supervise its execution (hardware or software errors may occur) and display the result, or give it to another program. Let us represent this operating system by E. Then the executable program is E'r, which is of type _L, so that E has, rather naturally, the type ~Int. A program like E is usually called a continuation.
Now, an essential feature of such a program E is the fact that it must call the program "r by value: we clearly want that, during the execution of E77, the term T be computed first, i.e. that E begins by dealing with z, not by carrying out its own internal procedures which may be very numerous and long. But we know how to ensure this property by using storage operators: if E has the form Tf for some f, then E will behave as we want. This is exactly the meaning of the above theorem. This also explains the interest of considering the head reduction of terms of the form Tfv, where T is a storage operator.
We shall now give some examples in order to show the use of classical logic and A-calculus with c, to represent (and give types to) some "escape" instructions of language C most often used in error management.
Example for the exit instruction
We have previously seen that this instruction is represented by the .~-term But, if it is true, we get (.A P/],g g o s F 0...) and, eventually, P by the reduction property of .N.. This is exactly the behaviour of the above C program.
The exit instruction is a rough "escape" instruction, since it is a jump at the top level, and, thus, terminates the program. It will be used to manage severe errors. Also its type VX(.I_ ~ X) is a rough application of the principle of "reductio ad absurdum".
In language C, there exist more subtle "escape" instructions, which allow us to manage errors without stopping the program. These are setjmp and longjmp. The first one sets a label and saves the environment, and the second one jumps back to this label (like a goto) and restores the environment.
For example, we can modify our previous program in such a way that, when B(x) is true, it does not stop, but returns (with some message P) to the calling procedure: ,7) ; else x = G(x);} /* The environment is saved at the address */ /* pointed by ptr; setjmp returns the value 0.*/ /* P is, for example, a program for printing */ /, an error message.
,/ /* Conditional jump at the corresponding */ /* setjmp instruction; the environment given */ /* by ptr is restored. The second argument */ /* is the returned value; it must be an */ /* integer != 0. */ Remarkably enough, these two instructions are represented by one /Lterm, which will be denoted by cc, by analogy with the Call/cc instruction in the Scheme functional language. This term is given by a proof of the formula ((A -4 VX X) -4 A) -4 A. Indeed, we have: In other words, in the A-term (cc Zy h), cc plays the role of the setjmp instruction, and occurrences of the variable y in h are Iongjmp instructions. More precisely, in the above C program we may translate almost literally the instruction setjmp(ptr) by cc ~,ptr, and the instruction Iongjmp(ptr, 7) by (ptr 7) (the variable y has been renamed ptr). It is interesting to notice that the pointer ptr has been given the type lnt -4 VX X.
The translation in Z-calculus of the above program is therefore the following:
(cc Zy(T 2Lx(N T F x)(3 3))), with F = Zx((B x)(y 7)(G x)).
